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It is exactly a year of our magazine. On It is exactly a year of our magazine. On 
the one hand, this is a very short period, the one hand, this is a very short period, 
but on the other hand, so much has hap-but on the other hand, so much has hap-
pened in the world in the year, so much pened in the world in the year, so much 
joyful, happy, sad and tragic. Year – this joyful, happy, sad and tragic. Year – this 
is such a period, after which you can feel is such a period, after which you can feel 
free to contact each other and say, ‘Do you free to contact each other and say, ‘Do you 
remember a year ago ...’ From this view-remember a year ago ...’ From this view-
point, we clearly remember as a year ago, point, we clearly remember as a year ago, 
sent out all over the world announcing the sent out all over the world announcing the 
opening of our journal and accepting the opening of our journal and accepting the 
articles for the fi rst issue, we invited schol-articles for the fi rst issue, we invited schol-
ars of different sciences to cooperate.ars of different sciences to cooperate.

During this period, published more During this period, published more 
than 150 articles in such areas of modern than 150 articles in such areas of modern 
science, philosophy, history, philology, science, philosophy, history, philology, 
pedagogy, psychology, sociology, politics, pedagogy, psychology, sociology, politics, 
law, medicine and technology. Great inter-law, medicine and technology. Great inter-
est among readers provoked articles dedi-est among readers provoked articles dedi-
cated social problems of family relations, cated social problems of family relations, 
social and psychological work to increase social and psychological work to increase 
ethnic tolerance, the formation of the ethnic tolerance, the formation of the 
creative potential of the teacher, spiritual creative potential of the teacher, spiritual 
awakening personality, ideological goals awakening personality, ideological goals 
emergence of social tolerance in civil so-emergence of social tolerance in civil so-
ciety, the contours of the future of public ciety, the contours of the future of public 
administration, issues of ethnic and cul-administration, issues of ethnic and cul-
tural identity, social problems of migrants, tural identity, social problems of migrants, 
international cooperation in the fi eld of international cooperation in the fi eld of 
education. A suffi cient number of arti-education. A suffi cient number of arti-
cles have a narrow specialization, which cles have a narrow specialization, which 
absolutely makes us happy, because such absolutely makes us happy, because such 
items are based on a thorough and com-items are based on a thorough and com-
prehensive analysis. Our magazine con-prehensive analysis. Our magazine con-
tains materials of experienced, established tains materials of experienced, established 
scholars, based on the theoretical analysis scholars, based on the theoretical analysis 
of scientifi c concepts as well as empiri-of scientifi c concepts as well as empiri-
cal development of researchers, including cal development of researchers, including 
graduate students and undergraduates, graduate students and undergraduates, 
performed under the supervision of pro-performed under the supervision of pro-

fessors and associate professors. It should fessors and associate professors. It should 
also be noted that the interest of authors also be noted that the interest of authors 
to the section that contains a review of the to the section that contains a review of the 
scientifi c works of modern scholars. Owing scientifi c works of modern scholars. Owing 
to published in the magazine reviews that to published in the magazine reviews that 
readers could briefl y familiarize with some readers could briefl y familiarize with some 
dissertations, monographs and other sci-dissertations, monographs and other sci-
entifi c publications, which were published entifi c publications, which were published 
in the last year.in the last year.

In today’s world there is a strong dy-In today’s world there is a strong dy-
namics of changes, both practical and namics of changes, both practical and 
theoretical life, redefi ning of value orienta-theoretical life, redefi ning of value orienta-
tions, transforming of existing paradigms tions, transforming of existing paradigms 
of learning and developing new ones. Cog-of learning and developing new ones. Cog-
nition of the world – the eternal philo-nition of the world – the eternal philo-
sophical question that each generation sophical question that each generation 
naturally trying to fi nd the correct answer. naturally trying to fi nd the correct answer. 
However, history shows that such attempts However, history shows that such attempts 
are not always successful. Of course, ad-are not always successful. Of course, ad-
vances in science should serve to facilitate vances in science should serve to facilitate 
of human life, social groups, people and of human life, social groups, people and 
society as a whole. In other words, science society as a whole. In other words, science 
is aimed at meeting our needs. Just this is is aimed at meeting our needs. Just this is 
the complexity of the whole perception of the complexity of the whole perception of 
the world. The fact that, the needs and in-the world. The fact that, the needs and in-
terests of different countries, peoples and terests of different countries, peoples and 
political forces do not always tolerate in political forces do not always tolerate in 
relation to each other. This shows again in relation to each other. This shows again in 
previous, 2014, during which there have previous, 2014, during which there have 
been major changes in the geopolitical been major changes in the geopolitical 
balance of power in the world, collective balance of power in the world, collective 
security in the regional and global scales security in the regional and global scales 
and unanimous cooperation for the ben-and unanimous cooperation for the ben-
efi t of all the world’s countries. Events in efi t of all the world’s countries. Events in 
Ukraine and around it, clearly demonstrat-Ukraine and around it, clearly demonstrat-
ed this. Deep political and social crisis in ed this. Deep political and social crisis in 
this country and up to this day is accompa-this country and up to this day is accompa-
nied, unfortunately, military actions that nied, unfortunately, military actions that 
result in killing of innocent people. These result in killing of innocent people. These 
tragic events unfortunately have, always tragic events unfortunately have, always 
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included not only in the history of this included not only in the history of this 
country, but around the world. Another country, but around the world. Another 
equally important aspect of these devel-equally important aspect of these devel-
opments is that concluded serious dam-opments is that concluded serious dam-
age to stabilization, democratic, mutually age to stabilization, democratic, mutually 
benefi cial cooperation between the leading benefi cial cooperation between the leading 
nations of our time. There was contempt nations of our time. There was contempt 
of the law, as well as the function of many of the law, as well as the function of many 
elements of the system of international se-elements of the system of international se-
curity. Without going into details, we can curity. Without going into details, we can 
confi dently say that such a state in the in-confi dently say that such a state in the in-
ternational community is the immaturity ternational community is the immaturity 
of some of the states and peoples in terms of some of the states and peoples in terms 
of a culture of tolerance.of a culture of tolerance.

We are pleased that our publication in We are pleased that our publication in 
the international scientific space caused the international scientific space caused 

some interest, and our cooperation with some interest, and our cooperation with 
scientists from around the world will de-scientists from around the world will de-
velop fruitfully. I would especially like velop fruitfully. I would especially like 
to wish our magazine image strength-to wish our magazine image strength-
ened by the presence in its pages healthy ened by the presence in its pages healthy 
scientific debate, conductor advanced scientific debate, conductor advanced 
creative ideas and methodological creative ideas and methodological 
innovation.innovation.

Dear partners, co-organizers, members Dear partners, co-organizers, members 
of the editorial board and readers! We are of the editorial board and readers! We are 
sincerely grateful to you that you helped sincerely grateful to you that you helped 
to start successfully activity of our journal to start successfully activity of our journal 
and in every possible way ready to support and in every possible way ready to support 
it. And we look forward to further fruitful it. And we look forward to further fruitful 
cooperation and expand the geography cooperation and expand the geography 
of its spread.of its spread.
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